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By Lela Nargi

Advancements in machine learning could reduce the need for live human
review and cut costs for sheries monitoring and managing

Arti cial intelligence is providing valuable data to sheries managers and observers, cutting
costs and the need for human review. Chelsey Ellis Photography.

Amanda Barney is con dent that arti cial intelligence (AI) will vastly improve the shing industry – eventually. In fact, the CEO of
electronic monitoring (EM) company Teem Fish (https://teem. sh/) is banking on it. Having spent seven years running sheries
monitoring programs for Ecotrust Canada, as well as recently developing and piloting EM assessment tools in crab, ground sh and
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whiting sheries, she’s witnessed rsthand the strides made in the seafood industry, as well as the needs AI is helping to meet.
“There are really big data deserts that exist when it comes to commercial shing information and while observer programs are
excellent, human beings need to sleep,” she said. “You can’t always get folks on vessels and there are some sheries where it is
treacherous.”
If AI can be advanced to the point where it can make a wide array of assessments about what’s being caught and how and where, it
will reduce or even eliminate the need for live human review and reduce costs for shermen and eets at the same time.
In some instances, it’s already doing just that. On-deck cameras record 24 hours a day, day after day, yielding vast amounts of data for
reviewers to look over. AI algorithms are trained through a rigorous and often lengthy process to pick up movement on the deck,
signifying moments when shing activity occurs, and they are just starting to recognize the shapes of sh species being caught and
how the crew handles them.

(https://www.global.admanimalnutrition.com/activities/aquaculture/)

AI algorithms can “ nd all the times that something’s happening [on deck] – not hugely speci c like, ‘I found you a tuna,’” said Barney.
“But in one of our sheries, we were able to take a month’s worth of data and run an algorithm [to] say, ‘Here are 40 different ags for
you to check.’ It’s incredibly helpful in getting your [human] analysts to be more e cient in identifying activity, so they don’t spend ve
hours watching video at 32 times speed to nd out when inside a 25-day trip [a crew] was shing. That makes the program really
affordable.”
This is just the beginning of AI’s promise, Barney believes, although more sophisticated analysis is still in the works. The next phase
includes developing algorithms that will help detect what species of sh a boat has caught, in numbers that don’t exceed quotas, with
no illicit bycatch – and without the engagement of a live human.
“There are lots of pilot programs that are trying to identify and potentially measure sh, but we just haven’t gotten to the point where
the validation exists so there’s enough statistical con dence for a regulator to say, ‘Yeah, your algorithm gets it right,’” Barney said.
Part of the complexity: “A cod sh that comes off a line versus out of a net that’s in low light, versus a lit-up deck at night, versus on a
white deck versus on a blue deck … There’s so many different ways an image can exist that it takes a huge amount of training for
algorithms to be successful across a lot of different vessels or elds.” Still being worked out as well are ways to cut down on the
amount of data that’s being collected and sent to reviewers; “We’re still piloting not collecting everything,” Barney said.
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A view of what a shing captain sees via AI-trained cameras to make sure his electronic
monitoring system is working. Photo courtesy of Teem Fish.

Mark Hager, CEO of New England Marine Monitoring (NEMM) – once a Teem Fish data collecting collaborator and now a competitor –
is concerned with the same challenges. And like Barney, he’s trying to gure out how to process so much data from deck-mounted
cameras in ways that are more e cient and affordable; he said the tech currently costs about half what an onboard human monitor
does but thinks that price could be cut in half again.
But he’s also focusing AI improvement efforts on providing “value-back” service to his customers. What if, in addition to collecting data
to appease regulators, algorithms could help shermen improve their practices?
Currently, NEMM equipment is installed on 30 vessels in the Atlantic ground sh shery and from that, “there might be patterns we can
tease out,” he said. By combining spatial metrics, bottom type (sandy, rocky, etc.) metrics, water temperature, gear type, “We might be
able to aggregate a dataset on Atlantic cod bycatch at certain temperature ranges or give [ shermen] some predictive outputs on what
they might expect to catch at a given time.” The challenge here, though, goes beyond the technical. “You have to be careful when you
collect an aggregate that you share back out because one eet or one boat has a sweet spot and if they’re shing at a certain
temperature range, for example, they would consider that their con dential trade secret.”

You can’t always get folks on vessels and there are some sheries where
it is treacherous.

Con dentiality could possibly be an issue for another solution that Barney envisions for AI in sheries monitoring. “Instead of just
looking at catch and discard, could human rights violations and safety regarding living and working conditions of these vessels be
tracked?” she asked. In her opinion, AI might have a large impact in improving conditions for crews on international vessels that are
out to sea for months at a time. However, according to IT educational resource company Dataversity
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(https://www.dataversity.net/the-impact-of-arti cial-intelligence-on-humanrights/#:~:text=Several%20issues%20need%20consideration%20because,of%20increased%20surveillance%20and%20monitoring.),“AI
has the potential to violate human rights and undermine the laws that protect them. Using big data together with AI can threaten
the right to privacy (https://records nder.com/guides/general-data-protection-regulation/) due to a risk of increased surveillance
and monitoring.”
By some estimates (https://this. sh/blog/ai-guide-data-veri cation-and-analytics-to-drive-competition/), AI monitoring won’t reach
a “plateau of productivity” for another 10 to 15 years. And getting there, said Hager, is going to require some non-tech-related efforts
towards improvement.
“One of the things holding us back a bit is we don’t have any guidelines or standards from managers about how we run these
programs,” he said. “How much video do we have to review? What does that video have to look like? What angles does it have to have?
How good does the quality of video have to be? How quickly do we have to review then analyze it?”
AI improvements continue apace, but their utility won’t be quanti able until guidelines exist for using them.
Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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